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PURPOSE: Animal research and cross-sectional studies sug-
gest that serum lipid concentrations may influence cognitive
function, mood, and behavior, but few clinical trials have stud-
ied these effects.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS: In this double-blind investiga-
tion, 209 generally healthy adults with a serum low-density-
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol level of 160 mg/dL or higher were
randomly assigned to 6-month treatment with lovastatin (20
mg) or placebo. Assessments of neuropsychological perfor-
mance, depression, hostility, and quality of life were conducted
at baseline and at the end of the treatment period. Summary
effect sizes were estimated as z scores on a standard deviation
(SD) scale.
RESULTS: Placebo-treated subjects improved between base-
line and posttreatment periods on neuropsychological tests in
all five performance domains, consistent with the effects of
practice on test performance (all P ,0.04), whereas those

treated with lovastatin improved only on tests of memory recall
(P 5 0.03). Comparisons of the changes in performance be-
tween placebo- and lovastatin-treated subjects revealed small,
but statistically significant, differences for tests of attention (z
score 5 0.18; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.06 to 0.31; P 5
0.005) and psychomotor speed (z score 5 0.17; 95% CI, 0.05 to
0.28; P 5 0.004) that were consistent with greater improvement
in the placebo group. Psychological well-being, as measured
several ways, was not affected by lovastatin.
CONCLUSION: Treatment of hypercholesterolemia with lo-
vastatin did not cause psychological distress or substantially al-
ter cognitive function. Treatment did result in small perfor-
mance decrements on neuropsychological tests of attention and
psychomotor speed, the clinical importance of which is
uncertain. Am J Med. 2000;108:538 –547. q2000 by Excerpta
Medica, Inc.

In the early 1990s, meta-analysis revealed that choles-
terol lowering via diet modifications or older phar-
macologic agents was apparently associated with a

significant increase in death from suicides, accidents, and
violence (1,2). Increased mortality from these causes,
however, has not been observed in more recent trials that
used “statin” drugs, such as lovastatin, simvastatin, and
pravastatin, which inhibit cholesterol synthesis (3,4).
Nonetheless, this issue has underscored our limited un-
derstanding of the influences that serum lipids have on
the brain and on behavior (5,6). Hypercholesterolemia
increases the risk of ischemic stroke, but atherosclerosis
may not be the only way that serum lipids affect the cen-
tral nervous system. Research in animals, including non-
human primates, suggests that circulating lipid levels can

influence neurochemistry, neurophysiology, learning,
and other aspects of behavior (7–12), leading to specula-
tion about the psychological and behavioral effects of
changes in serum lipid levels in humans (13,14).

Low serum cholesterol levels have been associated with
depression, suicide, and suicide attempts, aggression, and
antisocial behavior (15–19). Monkeys consuming low-
fat, low-cholesterol diets have substantially lower serum
cholesterol levels, increased aggression, and decreased so-
cial affiliation compared with controls eating diets that
were high in fat or cholesterol (12,20). There is also evi-
dence that hypercholesterolemia is associated with better
scores on some tests of cognitive function in young, mid-
dle-aged, and older humans (21–26).

To the extent that long-term reductions of serum cho-
lesterol levels are widely advised and prescribed, it is im-
portant to determine whether quality of life is affected by
such treatment, and whether patients experience changes
in mood, well-being, or cognitive function. Therefore, we
studied the potential psychological effects of treatment of
hypercholesterolemia with lovastatin, a prototypic statin
medication.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects were generally healthy men and women with hy-
percholesterolemia, defined as a serum low-density-li-
poprotein (LDL) cholesterol level 160 mg/dL or higher,
between the ages of 24 and 60 years. After stratification by
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sex and age (45 years and younger, older than 45 years),
each participant was randomly assigned to daily treat-
ment with lovastatin (Mevacor, Merck and Co., Rahway,
New Jersey, 20 mg) or matching placebo for 6 months.
Exclusion criteria included secondary hyperlipidemia
(chronic hepatitis, renal failure, diabetes requiring med-
ication, untreated hypothyroidism), hypertriglyceride-
mia (fasting serum triglyceride level 400 mg/dL or high-
er), untreated hypertension (diastolic blood pressure
greater than 95 mm Hg), major illnesses such as cancer or
schizophrenia, and treatment with any lipid-lowering or
psychotropic medications, glucocorticoids, or opiates.
Women likely to become pregnant were excluded. Partic-
ipants were recruited from Allegheny County in south-
western Pennsylvania through newspaper advertise-
ments and distribution of study brochures and posters.
Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects,
as approved by the University of Pittsburgh Biomedical
Institutional Review Board. Subjects were paid for their
participation.

A total of 209 hypercholesterolemic subjects were eli-
gible, agreed to participate, and underwent randomiza-
tion. Fifteen subjects withdrew from the study, 8 for per-
sonal reasons, such as moving or inability to comply with
the appointment schedule, and 6 developed exclusion
criteria during the treatment period. A single subject was
withdrawn because of a suspected adverse drug reaction
(rash). Two additional subjects either did not complete
or did not follow instructions for the end-of-treatment
neuropsychological assessments. Comparisons between

subjects who completed the study and dropouts revealed
marginally more education in the completers (15 6 3 vs
14 6 2 years, P 5 0.06), but no differences in age, sex,
race, income, alcohol consumption, or LDL-cholesterol
levels.

Measurements
During screening, fasting blood samples for serum lipid
determinations were drawn on two occasions separated
by 1 to 3 weeks. Subsequent fasting samples were ob-
tained after 8, 16, 23, and 24 weeks of treatment. The two
baseline samples and the two end-of-treatment samples
were averaged. Determinations of serum total and high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol and triglyceride levels
were performed by the Heinz Nutrition Laboratory at the
University of Pittsburgh, which has met the criteria of the
Centers for Disease Control National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute Lipid Standardization Program since
1982. LDL-cholesterol levels were calculated using the
Friedewald equation (27).

Participants completed measures of cognitive func-
tion, using neuropsychological tests, and measures of
self-reported quality of life and psychological distress, en-
compassing depression, anxiety, and hostility. Trained
testers were blinded to subjects’ treatment assignment.
Neuropsychological testing sessions, which lasted ap-
proximately 90 minutes, were conducted at baseline and
the end of treatment. Before testing, each subject at-
tended a preliminary (practice) session to be familiarized
with test materials and instructions. Neuropsychological

Figure. Mean change in cognitive function between baseline and 6-month follow-up in the two treatment groups. Results are
expressed as the change in summary z scores (and 95% confidence intervals) for each of the five domains of neuropsychological
performance. A positive deflection indicates performance improvement and a negative deflection indicates performance decrement.
See text for results of statistical analyses.
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tests were chosen to assess general mental efficiency, at-
tention, psychomotor skills, learning, and memory,
which are essential for routine daily activities (Appendix
A). Alternative forms were employed for tests on which
recall of prior test materials might affect performance on
subsequent testing, and the order of these alternative
forms was randomly assigned.

To examine treatment effects on psychological well-
being, participants underwent assessments of mood, hos-
tility, anxiety, depression, hopelessness, anger, and social
function at baseline and during the last week of enroll-
ment. Widely used pencil-and-paper trait and state mea-
sures were complemented by interview (depression) and
daily diary (mood state) assessments (Appendix B). Par-
ticipants were instructed to answer questions in reference
to the preceding 6 months.

Statistical Analyses
All analyses were conducted on an intention-to-treat ba-
sis. Baseline characteristics of the placebo- and lovastatin-

treated subjects were compared using Student’s t tests,
Mann-Whitney U tests, or chi-square analyses. Treat-
ment effects on serum lipid levels were examined with
Student’s t tests and repeated-measures analysis of vari-
ance. The between-subject factors were treatment (lova-
statin, placebo) and sex; the within-subject factor was
visit (baseline, treatment).

In several instances, neuropsychological test scores
were transformed to ensure normality. To limit experi-
ment-wise error, performance scores were grouped into
five cognitive domains, based on prior experience (28),
which were labeled attention, psychomotor speed, men-
tal flexibility, working memory, and memory recall. We
examined the correlation matrix among baseline scores
to confirm our “clinical clustering” procedure; in a few
instances we reassigned tests to ensure that the scores
within each cluster were maximally intercorrelated. The
composition of the five performance domains is provided
in Appendix A. A repeated-measures multivariate analy-

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Subjects in the Placebo and Lovastatin Groups

Characteristic
Placebo
(n 5 96)

Lovastatin
(n 5 98)

Number (percent)
or Mean 6 SD

Age (years) 46.6 6 8.4 46.2 6 9.5
Female sex 47 (49) 43 (44)
White race 87 (91) 84 (86)
Body mass index (kg/m2) 27 6 4 27 6 4
Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 120 6 11 124* 6 12
Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg) 81 6 7 82 6 7
Education (years) 15 6 3 15 6 3
Employed (%) 79 73
Annual family income (median in $1,000) 35–50 35–50
Alcohol (drinks/week) 3 6 7 3 6 3
Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 265 6 28 263 6 31
LDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 187 6 24 184 6 27
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL) 49 6 9 49 6 13
Triglycerides (mg/dL) 142 6 70 147 6 74
Cognitive function

Digit Span (longest correct span) 7.1 6 1.2 6.9 6 1.3
Digit Symbol (age-scaled score, 0–20) 11.9 6 2.5 11.7 6 2.6
Trail Making B (time required in seconds) 62 6 22 68 6 2.0
Associative Learning (number correct out of 36) 23 6 12 23 6 12
Controlled Oral Word Association (number of

words generated)
42 6 11 43 6 13

Quality of life† (scaled scores, 0–100)
General health 77 6 16 76 6 16
Vitality 61 6 20 62 6 20
Bodily pain 73 6 22 73 6 22
Physical function 91 6 12 89 6 16
Physical role 84 6 29 77 6 36

* Lovastatin group greater than placebo group, P ,0.05.
† Component scales of the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36-item Health Survey. Higher scores indicate
better quality of life.
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sis of covariance was conducted for each of the five clus-
ters of performance scores. Sex and test form were in-
cluded as between-subjects factors, and age was included
as a covariate. Significant effects resulting from drug
treatment (as indicated by the omnibus F statistic for the
interaction of treatment with visit) were followed by uni-
variate analyses to identify which neuropsychological
tests differed by treatment assignment. In addition, stan-
dardized z scores were computed for the individual neu-
ropsychological tests (follow-up values were standard-
ized using baseline means and standard deviations), and
“summary” z scores were calculated for the five perfor-
mance domains by averaging the component z scores
within each domain. Changes in performance within
treatment groups were examined with t tests for paired
observations. For testing treatment effects (eg, lovastatin
vs placebo), changes in performance were calculated as
the change in the summary z score and compared be-
tween the two groups with unpaired t tests. Summary
effect sizes were estimated from these z score analyses.

In subjects assigned to lovastatin, supplementary
analyses were conducted to determine if any treatment
effects were related to either the reduction in the serum

LDL-cholesterol level, or to the final level of LDL choles-
terol. For that purpose, treatment effects on performance
domains were averaged and examined in relation to LDL-
cholesterol change or level by correlation analysis or by
comparing high and low responders (median split) with a
t test.

For the purposes of data reduction, the 17 psycholog-
ical well-being variables were entered into a principal
components analysis, allowing the components to corre-
late (oblique rotation), and the four components with
eigenvalues greater than 1 were extracted, accounting for
67.5% of the variance. For convenience, these four factors
were labeled mood, anger and hostility, role function,
and anger-internal (Appendix B). All 17 variables were
standardized (follow-up values were standardized using
baseline means and standard deviations) and averaged to
create four component scores. To evaluate treatment ef-
fects, the four component scores were analyzed using a
single, repeated-measures analysis of variance, with treat-
ment and sex as between-subject factors and visit as a
within-subject factor.

We tested whether drug treatment affected cognitive
function or psychological well-being in the six defined

Table 2. Cognitive Function at Baseline and after 6 Months of Treatment, by Treatment Group, for Tests That Showed a Significant
Difference (P ,0.05) in Changes in Scores between the Two Treatment Groups

Placebo Lovastatin

Baseline Treatment Baseline Treatment

Mean (95% confidence interval)*

Digit vigilance (errors) 6.9 (5.8–8.0) 5.4 (4.5–6.4) 6.3 (5.7–7.6) 6.2 (5.2–7.3)
Recurrent words (% correct) 82 (79–86) 84 (80–88) 88 (85–91) 86 (83–89)
Maze completion time (seconds) 106 (99–113) 99 (92–108) 101 (95–108) 106 (99–112)
Grooved pegboard insertion time (seconds) 133 (129–137) 132 (128–137) 134 (130–139) 137 (132–142)

* Geometric means.

Table 3. Scores on Selected Tests of Psychological Well-being at Baseline and after 6 Months of
Treatment, by Treatment Group*

Placebo Group Lovastatin Group

Baseline Treatment Baseline Treatment

Mean 6 SD

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale 2.6 6 3.4 2.7 6 3.3 3.7 6 5.1 3.1 6 4.3
NEO-Depression† 13.5 6 6.5 10.1 6 6.0 12.6 6 5.5 9.4 6 5.8
Cook-Medley Hostility 9.1 6 4.8 8.5 6 5.1 9.1 6 4.2 8.0 6 4.7
MOS SF-36‡

Role Functioning—Physical 84 6 29 86 6 29 77 6 36 85 6 30
Social Functioning 91 6 16 90 6 18 86 6 19 88 6 19
Role Functioning—Emotional 80 6 30 83 6 33 81 6 31 86 6 29

* Higher scores indicates higher levels of the characteristic. There were no significant differences in changes in
scores between the two treatment groups.
† Depression scale of the NEO Personality Inventory.
‡ Component scales of the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36-item Health Survey.
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multivariate or summary score analyses comparing lova-
statin and placebo; all other analyses were supplementary
to those primary comparisons. Statistical significance was
set at P ,0.05 (two sided), without adjustment for mul-
tiple comparisons.

RESULTS

Overall, subjects were young to middle aged, mostly em-
ployed with some college education and moderate hyper-
cholesterolemia (Table 1). Five of the 192 participants
who completed the study had a history of ischemic heart
disease. Baseline measures from a sample of neuropsy-
chological tests and quality-of-life scales are provided in
Table 1; additional pretreatment data appear in Tables 2
and 3. Mean systolic blood pressure was somewhat
greater in the subjects assigned to lovastatin, but it was
not significantly correlated with neuropsychological per-
formance.

Compliance and Changes in Serum Lipid Levels
Compliance data based on pill counts indicated that me-
dian adherence was 92% and did not differ between treat-
ment groups. Serum lipid levels changed only slightly in
the placebo-treated subjects. Compared with placebo, lo-
vastatin lowered the serum total cholesterol level by 18%
[95% confidence interval (CI), 16% to 21% and the LDL-
cholesterol level by 25% (95% CI, 22% to 28%). At the
end of the treatment period, the mean (6 SD) serum
cholesterol level was 209 6 34 mg/dL, and the LDL-cho-
lesterol level was 131 6 30 mg/dL in the lovastatin
group.

Effects on Cognitive Function

At 6-month follow-up, placebo-treated subjects had im-
proved significantly (all P ,0.04) in all five domains of
cognitive function (Figure). These changes represent
learning or practice effects that are commonly observed
upon re-administration of cognitive tests. Subjects re-
ceiving lovastatin improved only on tests of memory re-
call (P 5 0.03). The differences in performance change
between placebo- and lovastatin-treated subjects were
statistically significant for tests of attention, (z score 5
0.18; 95% CI, 0.06 – 0.31; P 5 0.005) and for tests of psy-
chomotor speed (z score 5 0.17; 95% CI, 0.05– 0.28; P 5
0.004), indicating greater improvement in the placebo
group. Repeated measures multivariate analysis of co-
variance confirmed these findings. Excluding subjects
who reported alcohol consumption in excess of 21 drinks
per week did not alter the findings.

Analyses of individual tests of attention and psy-
chomotor speed revealed significant effects (all P ,0.05)
for four tests (Table 2). After treatment, the lovastatin
group failed to show an improvement in the error rate for
Digit Vigilance, made slightly fewer correct responses on

Recurrent Words, and took several seconds longer to
complete the Elithorn Maze and Grooved Pegboard tests.

Among subjects receiving lovastatin, change in perfor-
mance was unrelated to the percent change in serum
LDL-cholesterol but was significantly related to the post-
treatment level (r 5 0.21; P 5 0.04). When subjects were
divided into those whose final serum LDL-cholesterol
level was above or below the median level, only those in
the lower group (who had a mean LDL-cholesterol level
at follow-up of 109 6 11 mg/dL) had a decrease in cog-
nitive function (z score 5 0.15; 95% CI, 0.04 to 0.26; P 5
0.007).

Effects on Psychological Well-being
Compared with baseline, most scores on measures of psy-
chological well-being improved in both the lovastatin
and the placebo group, as commonly occurs in clinical
trials. Lovastatin-treated subjects had similar improve-
ment. Table 3 presents results from select measures of
mood, hostility, and quality of life. In the multivariate
repeated measures analysis, there was no significant effect
of lovastatin treatment (P .0.2). Supplementary analyses
failed to reveal evidence of a deterioration in psycholog-
ical measures in subjects experiencing the greatest reduc-
tion in serum LDL-cholesterol level or in those reaching
the lowest LDL-cholesterol level during treatment.

DISCUSSION

We studied the effects of pharmacologic cholesterol low-
ering on a broad range of cognitive skills and indexes of
psychological well-being among nonelderly subjects with
moderate hypercholesterolemia. We found significant ef-
fects of lovastatin treatment on measures of psychomotor
and attentional processes, as compared with placebo.
Performance in three other domains—mental flexibility,
working memory, and memory recall—also tended to
decrease compared with placebo, but the differences were
not statistically significant. Subjects with the lowest post-
treatment LDL-cholesterol levels had the greatest decre-
ments in function. There were no effects of treatment on
measures of psychological well-being.

A few previous studies have evaluated cognitive func-
tioning during treatment with statins. The pharmaceuti-
cal industry sponsored four studies that were briefer and
smaller than the current investigation. Three found no
effects of treatment (29 –31), whereas the fourth reported
that lovastatin, but not pravastatin, significantly lowered
scores on tests of attentional processes in normo-choles-
terolemic volunteers (32). An additional trial in elderly
patients found no effects of lovastatin on a single neuro-
psychological test (33).

Standard neuropsychological tests attempt to separate
cognitive function into its component processes, but the
distinctions are imperfect, and individual tests measure
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more than one skill. Therefore, the observed treatment
effects on cognitive function may not be selective for at-
tentional and psychomotor processes. Equally important,
the magnitude of the effects of treatment on test scores
was small. Such changes in neuropsychological perfor-
mance would not be considered clinically significant if
compared with the typical findings that occur in intoxi-
cated or brain-injured patients. Also, the performance of
placebo-treated subjects generally improved from base-
line to the 6-month assessment. Such learning or practice
effects are common in studies involving repeated testing
(34,35). Thus, the small adverse effects that were associ-
ated with cholesterol lowering were primarily an absence
of practice effects, rather than an absolute decline in per-
formance.

We also evaluated the effects of cholesterol reduction
on psychological well-being using a diverse battery of
psychological assessments, including interview, ques-
tionnaire, and daily mood ratings. Despite this range of
measures, no adverse effects were observed, irrespective
of the magnitude of cholesterol reduction. Small changes
in specific psychological symptoms may have been
missed, and it is possible that subjects with preexisting
psychiatric disorders may develop psychological or be-
havioral changes that were not observed in this commu-
nity sample. Nonetheless, these data suggest that lipid-
lowering therapy with statins does not lead to increased
depression, anxiety, hostile attitude, or anger. Our results
are consistent with a previous study that compared sim-
vastatin with placebo (36).

Several reviews have concluded that the empiric evi-
dence generally supports the hypothesis that low or low-
ered cholesterol levels are associated with depression and
violent behavior (14,37). However, we observed no in-
creases in self-reported hostility, anger expression, or ag-
gression. While these measures are at best moderately
related to violence, they should be sensitive to an increase
in violent tendencies. It is possible that other factors, such
as impulsivity or more objective measures of aggressive
disposition, would be related to serum cholesterol levels.
Because of the potential importance of this relation, we
believe our results do not warrant discarding the possibil-
ity of violent outcomes after cholesterol reduction.

The mechanism by which lovastatin might affect cog-
nitive function is unknown. Lovastatin penetrates the
central nervous system, and the cognitive effects that we
observed may be the result of neuropharmacologic ac-
tions that are independent of cholesterol lowering. Large
doses of statins can produce substantial neurotoxicity in
dogs (38,39). Statins lower circulating levels of vitamin E
and ubiquinone (40) and may affect the synthesis of poly-
unsaturated fatty acids that are integral to neuronal
membranes (41). Even cholesterol-lowering diets may af-
fect the brain. Modifications in the dietary fat of labora-
tory animals changes the fatty acid and cholesterol con-

tent of neural tissue and affects the pain threshold and
learning behaviors (7–11). In nonhuman primates, cho-
lesterol-lowering diets appear to increase aggression
while decreasing affiliative social behavior (12,20,42).
Preliminary evidence from clinical studies indicates that
adoption of calorie-restricted diets, which lower serum
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, may slightly impair
mental efficiency (43– 45).

Any potential adverse effects of an intervention on the
quality of life are important, especially for preventive
treatments that are widely prescribed. To the extent that
someone’s perceptions and self-appraisal are central to
the concept of quality of life, this study and others (46,47)
found that treatment of hypercholesterolemia with lova-
statin causes no ill effects. However, actual abilities and
level of function are equally germane. Self-reported mea-
sures of function may be inaccurate or insensitive to small
changes; direct assessment of performance may be
needed (48). Our results indicate that lovastatin causes
small decrements in scores on tests of psychomotor speed
and attention. Although these effects may be inconse-
quential, they could affect performance on tasks, such as
automobile driving, which require the integration of a
broad array of cognitive abilities (eg, sustained attention,
and speed and accuracy of psychomotor performance).
An appropriate extension of this research would entail an
evaluation of the effects of cholesterol lowering on the
performance of tasks that impose complex cognitive and
psychomotor demands that are analogous to situations
encountered in everyday life.
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Appendix A. Neuropsychological Performance Assessment Battery

Performance
Domain Test Description Reference

Attention Digit Vigilance Number of target stimuli (the number “6”) missed when required to scan
two pages of numbers

(49)

Letter Rotation Number of stimuli (the letters F, L, R rotated 0%, 30%, 60%, 90%, 120%,
150%, or 180%) misidentified as oriented normally or reversed missed

(50)

Digit Span Longest string of numbers (three to nine digits) repeated (51)
Recurring Words Percent of words correctly identified as “new” or “repeated” when words

are read (and repeated) using a continuous recognition test format
(52)

Psychomotor
speed

Grooved Pegboard Time required to insert 25 grooved pegs into slotted holes (dominant and
nondominant hand trials)

(53)

Elithorn Maze Planning and drawing time to complete two complex lattice-type
perceptual mazes

(54)

Digit Symbol Time required to recode numbers into symbols using a key that pairs each
of nine numbers with a meaningless shape

(51)

Mental
flexibility

Stroop Interference Subjects are presented with color words printed in incongruously colored
ink and instructed to state the name of the color of the ink (seeing “red”
printed in blue ink, they respond “blue”). Derived score obtained by
subtracting color-word score from a predicted score, where the color-
word score is the number of correct responses made in 45 seconds.

(55)

Trail Making Time required to complete each of two tasks. Part A requires subjects
sequentially to connect ascending numbers arrayed on page; Part B
requires subjects to alternate between numbers and letters (1-A-2-B, etc).

(56)

Digit Vigilance Time required to scan two pages of numbers for target stimuli (49)
Letter Rotation Median response latency for correct responses on this computer-run

decision-making task
(50)

Working
memory

Associative Learning Total number of words correctly recalled when 12 unrelated word-pairs are
presented for each of three study/test trials

(57)

Digit Span Longest string of digits (two to eight numbers) repeated backwards (51)
Memory

retrieval
Controlled Oral

Word Association
Number of words, generated in 1 minute, that begin with a specific letter of

the alphabet (3 trials)
(58)

Digit Symbol Recall Number of digit symbol associations correctly recalled after completing the
Digit Symbol Substitution Test

(57)

Verbal Recall Number of word-pairs correctly recalled 30 minutes after completing the
Associative Learning Test

(57)

Complex Figure Score on the reproduction of the Rey or Taylor Figure, 30 minutes after
having copied the design

(58)
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Appendix B. Psychological Assessment Battery

Psychological
Domain Measures Description Reference

Mood Positive and Negative Daily Mood Positive and negative mood items rated daily
for at least 5 consecutive days

(59)

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale Presence and duration of depressive
symptoms over the past week by clinical
interview

(60)

MOS SF-36 Mental Health Feelings of nervousness or depression (61)
Beck Hopelessness Scale The extent to which one holds negative

expectations about the future
(62)

Anger and hostility Anger-Out Expression of anger toward others or the
environment

(63)

Buss-Durkee: Attitudinal Hostility Resentment, suspicion, and guilt (64)
Trait Anger Dispositional anger (63)
Cook-Medley Hostility Cynicism, hostile affect, and aggressive

responding
(65)

NEO-Angry Hostility Readiness to experience anger (66)
Role function MOS SF-36 Role Functioning—

Physical
The degree to which physical health

interferes with work or daily activities
(61)

MOS SF-36 Social Functioning The extent to which physical health or
emotional problems interfere with social
activities

(61)

MOS SF-36 Role Functioning—
Emotional

Problems with work or other daily activities
as a result of emotional problems

(61)

Anger-internal Anger-In Suppression of angry feelings (63)
NEO-Depression Feelings of guilt, sadness, hopelessness, and

loneliness
(66)

Buss-Durkee: Motor Hostility Assault, irritability, negativism, and verbal
hostility

(64)

Trait Anxiety Dispositional anxiety (67)

MOS SF-36 5 Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36-item Health Survey; NEO 5 NEO Personality Inventory.
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